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Welcome to Oslo 
I am very happy that you have chosen to         

gather in Oslo to discuss development,      
learning and robotics. Competence within     
those fields are important to a large range of         
companies, research institutes and universities     
in Oslo and around Norway, and knowledge       
about your latest research is of great use to         
them. 

Norway has a strong tradition for human       
modelling, albeit in another sense: Anyone      
with the slightest interest for art should visit        
Oslo’s Vigeland Park, the world’s largest      
sculpture park made by a single artist. The        
park is Gustav Vigeland’s lifework with more       
than 200 sculptures in bronze, granite and       
wrought iron. Vigeland was also in charge of        
the design and architectural layout of the park,        
which was created between 1939 and 1949.  

There is much more to see and explore in Oslo besides the Vigeland Park: There are                
concerts and festivals all year round, and the people who live here flock to them. Oslo has                 
a rich cultural history and was home to such luminaries as Henrik Ibsen and Edvard               
Munch. There are interesting museums here honoring them both. Oslo is also well known              
for its architecture. Our most popular tourist attraction is the Opera House, which opened              
in 2008. It is widely considered one of the great masterpieces of contemporary             
architecture.  

You will have no trouble filling your spare time in Oslo with visits to museums,               
galleries or historical landmarks. To the people who live here, Oslo’s most attractive             
feature is probably the combination of the city’s urban gems with its proximity to nature.               
Wherever in the city one finds oneself, the forests and the fjord are within easy reach. I                 
hope you will find time to enjoy some of what we have to offer. I wish you a rewarding                   
conference and a pleasant stay in Oslo.  
 

Marianne Borgen 
Mayor of Oslo 
 
Photo: Oslo kommune/Sturlason 
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Welcome to the University of Oslo 
Welcome to the 9th Joint IEEE International       

Conference on Development and Learning and on       
Epigenetic Robotics which the University of Oslo and the         
Robin and Intelligent Systems (ROBIN) research group at        
the Department of Informatics is locally the main        
responsible in organizing. 

The University of Oslo is Norway’s oldest and        
highest rated institution of research and education with 28         
000 students and 7000 employees. Our Department of        
Informatics has grown steadily during the years and is the          
largest and broadest academic ICT department in Norway        
with approximately 1400 students on bachelor level, 600        
master students, over 240 PhDs and postdocs and 90         
faculty members. A number of research groups at the         
department as well as across the university are currently         
working with artificial intelligence, data science and       
machine learning in their research. The Robin and Intelligent Systems research group is             
among these with a large portfolio of externally funded research projects. Members of             
the group are also principal investigators in the Research Council of Norway funded             
Centre of Excellence RITMO Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in Rhythm, Time and            
Motion representing a unique collaboration between psychology, musicology, computer         
science and robotics. 

The Department of Informatics moved into a new and modern building in January             
2011. Professor Ole-Johan Dahl, who has given the name to the building, is considered              
to be the father of object-oriented programming and the Simula programming language,            
together with Kristen Nygaard. They were both professors at this department and won             
the two most prestigious international prizes specific to the computer science field: The             
ACM A.M. Turing Award (considered to be the ”Nobel Prize of Computing”), in 2001              
and the IEEE John von Neumann Medal. I encourage you during the conference to visit               
the main university campus at Blindern. On the outside of the Ole-Johan Dahl´s             
building, you also find art represented by a number of equations in stainless steel. 

I wish you rewarding days at the conference both scientifically and socially. 

Svein Stølen 
Rector of the University of Oslo 
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Welcome to ICDL-EpiRob 2019 
 
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we would like to warmly welcome all of              

you to Oslo, Norway and to the 9th Joint IEEE International Conference on             
Development and Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics (ICDL-EpiRob 2019). We are           
very pleased and honored to host this IEEE Computational Intelligence Society           
sponsored conference in Norway. 

We have a high-quality program regarding keynotes and papers to be presented as             
well as workshops to be held the day before the main conference. Papers cover a wide                
range of topics within how intelligent biological and artificial systems develop sensing,            
reasoning and motor skills. We received 75 regular papers that went into the review              
process handled by a number of Associate Editors in charge of assigning reviewers. 21              
papers (28%) were accepted for oral presentation and 30 for poster presentation (24             
rejected, acceptance rate oral+poster was 68%). In addition, 11 poster abstracts were            
received out of which 9 were accepted. We decided to broaden the scope of the earlier                
Babybot challenge and thus, renamed it to MODELBot – MOdelling DEvelopment and            
Learning with robots and computers. Three accepted papers are participating in the            
challenge with conference attendees voting to decide on the winner.  

There will be four keynote speakers: Hod Lipson – a Professor of Engineering at              
Columbia University, USA; Stefanie Höhl – a Professor of Developmental Psychology           
at University of Vienna, Austria; Aude Billard – Professor in the School of Engineering,              
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland; and Michael J. Frank –           
Professor of Cognitive, Linguistic & Psychological Sciences and Psychiatry and Human           
Behavior at Brown University, USA. 

This is the first time the conference is being held in Norway. Computational             
intelligence techniques are in great use in Norway in education, research and industry.             
There is also a growing industry here within robotics, and we are very pleased to have                
one of them, Halodi Robotics, as a conference sponsor. The company is developing             
“Eve” – a full-sized humanoid robot designed to operate silently and interact safely with              
people.  

We would have liked to take you all on a longer trip around in Norway so that you                  
can appreciate its natural beauty. However, since that is not practical, we instead offer a               
small taste by inviting you to an Oslo fjord trip Wednesday evening. There is no               
guarantee for nice weather but hopefully, it will, in any case, be a memorable trip. We                
hope you will enjoy your time in Oslo. There are many reasons for spending some               
additional time for sightseeing in Oslo: The Holmenkollen ski jump, the roof of the              
Opera House, the large Vigeland sculpture park, many historical ships (the viking ship             
museum, Thor Heyerdal’s Kontiki museum, explore the outside and inside of the boat             
Roald Amundsen used 100 years ago when he was the first to get to the South Pole),                 
hiking or cycling in the nearby forest area (Nordmarka), etc. All this can be easily               
reached by public transportation from downtown Oslo. 
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Financial support from the Research Council of Norway has been important in            
keeping the registration fees reasonable and at the same time be able to offer lunches and                
the Oslo Fjord cruise banquet. Further, the Mayor of Oslo has been kind to host a                
reception in Oslo City Hall Tuesday evening. We want to thank the IEEE Computational              
Intelligence Society Conferences Committee and their Cognitive and Developmental         
Systems Technical Committee for giving us the opportunity to host ICDL-EpiRob 2019.            
Further, thanks to earlier ICDL-EpiRob conference organizers for much helpful advice.           
We are also thankful to all the Associate Editors and reviewers who have been very               
important in the paper selection process.  

We would also like to put forward our great thanks to the University of Oslo and the                 
Department of Informatics being the organizing institution. This includes the local           
organizing committee and our student volunteers. Finally, thanks to all contributing. 

We wish you an inspiring conference where your knowledge is increased and            
friendships are both established and strengthened. 

 
 
 

Kai Olav Ellefsen and Katharina J. Rohlfing (Program chairs) 
 

Jim Torresen and Kerstin Dautenhahn (General chairs) 
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ICDL-EpiRob Awards 
The ICDL-EpiRob 2019 award nominees are presented below. The winners will be            
decided during the conference and announced on the final day. 

Best Paper Award 

The best paper award nominees are those that received the best evaluations from             
Associate Editors and reviewers. The final decision about the winner will be made by a               
jury of experts in fields covered by the conference.  

The nominees are: 
- Tuesday 10:10: “Babbling Elicits Simplified Caregiver Speech: Findings        

from Natural Interaction and Simulation“ Steven Elmlinger, Michael        
Goldstein and Jennifer Schwade 

- Tuesday 10:35: “A New Look at Infant Preference for Infant-Directed          
Speech“ Sara Schroer, Jennifer Schwade and Michael Goldstein 

- Tuesday 15:45: “The Role of Object Motion in Visuo-Haptic Exploration          
During Development“ Alessandra Sciutti and Giulio Sandin 

- Tuesday 16:10: “An Interdisciplinary Overview of Developmental Indices        
and Behavioral Measures of the Minimal Self“ Yasmin Kim Georgie, Guido           
Schillaci and Verena Vanessa Hafner 

- Thursday 09:10: “Toddlers’ Hands Organize Parent-Toddler Attention       
across Different Social Contexts“ Steven Elmlinger, Umay Suanda, Smith         
Linda and Chen Yu 

Best Paper Committee 

Sofiane Boucenna, CNRS - Cergy-Pontoise University, France 
Michael Spranger, Sony Computer Science Laboratories Inc., Japan 
Daniela Marie Corbetta, University of Tennessee, US 
Kerstin Dautenhahn, University of Hertfordshire, UK 
Jessica Horst, University of Sussex, UK 
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MODELBot Award 
The nominees for the MODELBot award (MOdelling DEvelopment and Learning with           
robots and computers) were selected among the papers submitted to the MODELBot            
challenge. These are papers that establish a strong link between developmental studies on             
the one hand and robotic and /or computational modeling on the other hand. These will be                
presented in a common session and the winner decided by audience vote, based on which               
paper best fulfills the requirements of the MODELBot challenge, as outlined here:            
https://icdl-epirob2019.org/modelbot-challenge/.  

The nominees are: 
- “Replication of Infant Behaviours with a Babybot: Early Pointing Gesture          

Comprehension“ Baris Serhan and Angelo Cangelosi 
- “Reaching Development through Visuo-Proprioceptive-Tactile Integration on      

a Humanoid Robot — a Deep Learning Approach“ Dong Hai Phuong           
Nguyen, Matej Hoffmann, Ugo Pattacini and Giorgio Metta 

- “A Predictive Coding Model of Representational Drawing in Human Children          
and Chimpanzees“ Anja Kristina Philippsen and Yukie Nagai 

These works will be presented in the MODELBot session Wednesday 11:10–12:30. Each            
conference attendee is encouraged to hand in their ballot (found in the name tag) right               
after that session or at the registration desk before 16:00 that day. 
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Practical Information 

Internet 

Wireless network: Eurest 

Password: Konferanse 
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Social Event Venues 

City Hall 

The City of Oslo invites conference      
participants to a reception at the Oslo       
City Hall on Tuesday 20. August,      
19:00.  

The directions from the conference     
venue to the city hall is shown on the         
map below. 

 

Directions from the conference venue to Oslo City Hall (~8 min) 
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Oslo Fjord Banquet 

Wednesday 17:30, we invite you all out on        
a cruise with Lady Mack on the Oslo        
Fjord. Buffet food will be served, and       
seating will be available both outside and       
inside the boat. Especially if you want to        
stay outside, bring warm clothing since it       
will be chilly as the sun sets (it will still be           
warm inside the boat). 

Directions from the conference venue is      
the same as for the City Hall, but the boat          
is a little bit further away. 

 

Directions from the conference venue to Lady Mack (~10 min) 
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Key locations in Oslo 
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Norwegian Language 
 
Here is everything you need to survive in Norway for a couple of days. 

Some useful words 

- Hello Hallo 
- Hi Hei 
- Thank you Takk 
- Food Mat 
- Water Vann 
- Soft drink Brus 
- Beer Øl 
- Cheers! Skål! 
- Conference Konferanse 
- Development and learning Utvikling og læring 
- Epigenetic robotics Epigenetisk robotikk 

Some useful phrases 
- My name is King Harald: Jeg heter kong Harald 
- I don’t speak Norwegian: Jeg snakker ikke norsk 

Norwegian pronunciation 

Norwegian words are generally pronounced having the stress of each word in the 
beginning. This is also the explanation of the distinct Norwegian–English accent. 

Norwegian vowels: 

- A — as in english “a” in “bath” 
- E — as in english “e” in “ent”  
- I — as in english “ee” in “keen”  
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- O — as in english “oo” in “moose”  
- U — as in english “oo” in “food”  
- Y — almost as in German “ü” in “Günther” 

Norwegian letters:  

- Æ — pronounced like the sound of a crying baby, or the “a” in the English 
word “sad”  

- Ø — pronounced like the “i” in the English word “bird”, or the “o” in “word”  
- Å — pronounced like the “au” in the name “Paul”  
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Instructions 

Instructions for Presenters 

ORAL PRESENTATION 

ICDL-EpiRob 2019 will showcase 21 oral presentations in a single-track format across            
three days (Tuesday to Thursday). The presentation of each paper should last 15-20             
minutes, to allow 5-10 additional minutes for questions and answers, and speaker            
transition. We encourage you to carry your presentation on a memory stick, for             
uploading to and testing on the PC available in a break in advance. If you prefer                
presenting from your own laptop, make sure it has an HDMI output port or bring an                
HDMI converter. Further, please have the projector connection tested beforehand.          
Projectors at the conference location use a 16:9 aspect ratio, so we suggest to format               
your presentations accordingly. 

POSTER PRESENTATION 

A total of 30 contributed papers and 9 late-breaking abstracts will be presented as              
posters at the conference. They will be grouped into two sessions on Tuesday and              
Wednesday afternoon. 

Prepare a poster that is A0 (841 x 1189 mm) or smaller to bring to the conference; on                  
the day of your poster session, you will be able to hang your poster during the morning                 
coffee break; you must use the poster spot which shows your paper ID; the poster               
session will be one hour long. Posters will hang on the wall, and we will supply                
material to hang them with. 
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POSTER TEASER SESSION 

In the oral session before each poster session, we encourage all presenters to briefly              
tease their poster. Each presenter will be given up to 2 minutes to briefly present               
highlights from their poster accompanied by up to 3 powerpoint slides. The slides need              
to be sent to kaiolae@ifi.uio.no by August 7th, in order to be included in the teaser                
session. Slides are required to be in powerpoint format (.pptx) and to use a 16:9 aspect                
ratio, since they will all be inserted into a single presentation to keep the session               
flowing efficiently. 
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Instructions for Chairs 

The session chair has the following role: 

1. Check that all presenters for your session are ready before the session starts.             
Presenters may bring presentations on their own laptops, and it is a good             
idea to check the connection to the projector with all these presenters before             
the session. For presenters that bring their presentation on a USB-stick, it is a              
good idea to upload the presentation to the PC and test it before the session. 

2. Assure that presentations start at the right time. 
3. Introduce the presenter – at least with name, affiliation and title of the             

presentation. 
4. Make sure that the next presenter can start at the scheduled time. I.e. assure              

the current presenter stops in time. It might be a good idea to rise when 5                
minutes left, and to indicate 10 and 5 minutes left using a piece of paper or                
your hands (inform the presenter about that in advance). 

5. Say thank you to the presenter, and start the applause (if needed). 
6. Encourage questions from the audience (and have a question ready yourself           

if no questions from the audience) – and control this, unless the presenter             
takes control (make sure multiple people get time to ask questions). 

7. Say thank you to the presenter, and start the applause (if needed). 

Presentations are up to 25 minutes, but we strongly encourage presenters to leave at              
least 5 minutes for questions/discussion. The end time is a hard limit, and the session               
chair has to assure that a presentation is finished at least 1-2 minutes before the next is                 
scheduled to start. If a presentation is finished that late – there will be no time for                 
questions. For the last presentation in a session – before a break, the session chair may                
allow some more flexibility. If there is not sufficient time for all questions, please              
advice the audience to ask questions after the session is completed. 
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Workshops 

W1: ICDL-EpiRob Workshop on Naturalistic     
Non-Verbal and Affective Human-Robot Interactions 

Organizers: Nicolás Navarro-Guerrero, Aarhus University; Robert Lowe, University of         
Gothenburg; Chrystopher L. Nehaniv, University of Waterloo, Canada 

This full-day workshop will investigate the sensorimotor and affective mechanisms that           
underlie human-robot interaction. Non-verbal and affective cues and expressions used to           
foster cooperation, mutual understanding and signal trustworthiness are manifested by          
humans all the time. If these cues are not appropriately reciprocated, however, the             
interaction can be negatively impacted. Moreover, inappropriate reciprocation, or lack          
thereof, may be the result of misperception and or non-timely reactions. Failure to             
adequately account for biologically plausible perceptual and temporal facets of          
interactions may detract from the quality of human-robot interaction and hinder progress            
in the field of social robotics more generally. 

Incorporation of naturalistic and adaptive forms of sensorimotor and affective          
human-robot non-verbal communication is challenging because such interaction is highly          
dependent on the context and the relationship between the observer and the expresser.             
Biological species based interaction often requires explicit forms of social signalling such            
as nodding, nonverbal gestures, emotional expressions, etc., the interpretation of all of            
which may be highly context-sensitive. Furthermore, naturalistic social signalling may          
involve a certain degree of mimicry of autonomic responses such as pupil dilation,             
blinking, blushing, etc. which, in human-robot interaction requires the implementation of           
time-sensitive perceptual mechanisms currently underused in both commercial and         
research robotics platforms. 

In this workshop, we will investigate and discuss to what extent the aforementioned             
naturalistic social signalling capabilities needs to be accounted for in human-robot           
interaction and what modalities are more relevant, and in what contexts. The workshop             
will focus strongly on research motivated by naturalistic empirical data. We hope to             
provide a discussion friendly environment to connect with research covering          
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complementary interests in the areas of: robotics, computer science, psychology,          
neuroscience, affective computing and animal learning research. 

The primary list of topics covers the following (but not limited to): 
- Emotion recognition 
- Gesture recognition 
- Social gaze recognition 
- The development of expression and recognition capabilities 
- Joint visual attention and activity 
- Alignment in social interactions 
- Non-verbal cues in human-robot interaction 
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W2: Mapping the Self: Infants, Robots, and Modeling 

Organizers: Daniela Corbetta, Univ of Tennessee, USA; Matej Hoffmann, Prague, Czech           
Republic; Jeffrey Lockman, New Orleans, USA; Verena Hafner, Berlin, Germany 

Our bodies constitute the interface between our mind and the surrounding world. To             
interact effectively with the world, babies and robots need to discover the different parts              
of their bodies, and their physical and mechanical properties. They need to know where              
their limbs are in space, how far they can extend, how they work, and what range of                 
actions they can achieve with them. Such body representations are essential for            
developing a sense of the self and for defining the limits of the peripersonal space. The                
aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers in the fields of developmental              
psychology, developmental robotics, embodied cognition, body mapping, and        
computational modeling to create a productive, collaborative, and multidisciplinary forum          
from which different facets of these fundamental processes linked to body mapping and             
mapping the self will be explored. The workshop will be organized around three general              
themes with specific speakers and experts in each area: 

1. Body mapping: This theme will group developmental and learning studies in           
infants, adults, and robots on self-touch, self-exploration of the body,          
self-localization, and haptic perception to understand how the mapping of the           
self forms. 

2. Defining the peripersonal space: This theme will examine the range and           
conditions through which our peripersonal space develops, is being perceived,          
and being modulated through interactions with objects, people, and events in           
our daily surroundings. This theme will contrast infant, children, and adult           
studies as well as computational models. 

3. Sense of self and body ownership: This third theme will explore how our brain              
builds a map and sense of ownership of objects as extensions of our own body.               
Studies and models on tool use learning, prostheses mastery, including studies           
on the rubber hand illusion will provide a framework to understand how            
perception and action of inanimate objects can be experienced as functional           
extensions of our body and self. 
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W3: ICDL-EpiRob 2019 Workshop on Personal Robotics       
and Secure Human-Robot Collaboration (Joint APRIL      
and SECURE ITN Symposium) 

Organizers: Angelo Cangelosi, University of Manchester, UK (APRIL ITN); Stefan          
Wermter, University of Hamburg, Germany (SECURE ITN); Alban Lafraquiere,         
SoftBank Robotics Europe (APRIL ITN); Sven Magg, University of Hamburg, Germany           
(SECURE ITN) 

This workshop will focus on learning and interaction-based approaches to safe           
human-robot collaboration and their application to personal robotics. The workshop will           
include research topics like: developmental approaches to robot learning, safe interaction           
in uncertain environments, affect and emotion modelling for safe human-robot          
interaction, language and non-verbal communication etc. 
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W4: 3rd Workshop on Language Learning at       
ICDL-EpiRob 2019 

Organizers: Chen Yu and David Crandall, Indiana University, US; Kaya de Barbaro,            
UTexas, US; Malte Schilling, CITEC Bielefeld, DE; Matthias Scheutz, Tufts University,           
US; Michael Spranger, Sony Computer Science Laboratories Inc, JP; Tadahiro Taniguchi,           
Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto, JP; Xavier Hinaut, INRIA, Bordeaux, France 

Children acquire language in interactions with caregivers and peers in a socio-cultural            
environment. When children start to talk, their visual perception, body movement,           
navigation, object manipulation is already reaching some level of competence. Together           
with developing auditory control, initial schemas for social interactions (games),          
communication arises gradually and embedded into the social-interactionist environment.         
Even though there are various efforts in developmental robotics to model communication,            
the emergence of symbolic communication is still an unsolved problem. We are lacking             
convincing theories and implementations that show how cooperation and interaction          
knowledge could emerge in long-term experiments with populations of robotic agents. 

The workshop will address the following issues 
- role of context in language acquisition (cultural, social, interactional) 
- role of every day interactions in language acquisition 
- empirical paradigms for studying language acquisition and emergence 
- longitudinal studies of language acquisition 
- language grounding / embodiment / enaction 
- modeling acquisition of syntax and/or semantics 
- models of sentence and interaction processing 
- modeling with artificial neural networks 
- human robot interaction (especially linked with grounding, …) 
- models of language emergence using Reinforcement Learning 
- robot language acquisition 
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W5A: Workshop on Novel Substrates and Models for the         
Emergence of Developmental, Learning and Cognitive      
Capabilities 

Organizers:  Stefano Nichele and Jianhua Zhang, Oslo Metropolitan University 

In order for sensing, reasoning, development and learning to take place in artificial             
systems/beings, computing substrates and models that support the emergence of such           
properties are required. 

This workshop encompasses the understanding, analysis, modeling and development of          
novel substrates that show development and learning abilities, such as (but not limited to): 

- Cellular automata and random boolean networks 
- Reservoir computing 
- Novel nanoscale materials (e.g. carbon nanotubes) 
- Biological materials and systems (e.g. neuronal cultures) 
- Evolvable hardware and neuromorphic computing systems 
- Novel neural models and models of biological neuron 
- Evolution-in-materio systems 
- Computational matter 
- Slime mould computing 
- Micro- and nano-scale electronic chemistry 
- Substrates that exhibit self-reconfiguration, fault tolerance, self-repair, and        

adaptation capabilities 
- Artificial generative and developmental systems 
- Computational intelligence techniques for novel developmental and learning        

substrates 
- Learning through self-organization and emergence 
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W5B: Developmental Psychology Theories and Research      
Methods 

Organizers: Gnanathusharan Thusha Rajendran, Department of Psychology, Heriot-Watt        
University; Lisa Jacquey, University Paris Descartes & CNRS, University Paris Nanterre 

Here, we offer an overview of developmental psychology theories and research methods.            
We will provide this through presentations, interactive break-out discussions and poster           
sessions. Our aim is to find a common language and groundwork to continue and foster               
collaborations in the interdisciplinary field of developmental robotics. We will provide a            
space in which no question would seem too basic, in order to help progress mutual               
understanding.  
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Program with Abstracts 

Tuesday 

08:50-09:10 Welcome (Rector of University of Oslo and Organizing committee) 

09:10-10:10 Keynote 1: Hod Lipson – Automating Discovery: From Cognitive          
Robotics to Particle Physics 

Can machines discover scientific laws automatically? Despite the prevalence of big data,            
the process of distilling data into scientific laws has resisted automation. Particularly            
challenging are situations with small amounts of data that is difficult or expensive to              
collect. This talk will outline a series of recent research projects, starting with             
self-reflecting robotic systems, and ending with machines that can formulate hypotheses,           
design experiments, and interpret the results, to discover new scientific laws. We will see              
examples from psychology to cosmology, from classical physics to modern physics, from            
big science to small science. 

About Hod Lipson: 
Hod Lipson is a professor of Engineering at Columbia         
University in New York, and a co-author of the award          
winning book “Fabricated: The New World of 3D        
printing”, and “Driverless: Intelligent cars and the road        
ahead”. His work on self-aware and self-replicating       
robots challenges conventional views of robotics, and his        
TED talk on self-aware machines is one of the most          
viewed presentations on AI. Lipson directs the Creative        
Machines Lab, which pioneers new ways to make        
machines that create, and machines that are creative.  
 
Session chair: Jim Torresen, University of Oslo 
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10:10-11:00 Language Acquisition  
Session Chair: Angelo Cangelosi, University of Manchester 

10:10-10:35 Babbling Elicits Simplified Caregiver Speech: Findings from Natural         
Interaction and Simulation  
Steven Elmlinger, Jennifer Schwade and Michael Goldstein, Cornell University. 

What is the function of babbling in language learning? Our recent findings suggest that              
infants’ immature vocalizations may elicit simplified linguistic responses from their          
caregivers. The contributions of parental speech to infant development are well           
established; individual differences in the number of words in infants’ ambient language            
environment predict communicative and cognitive development. It is unclear whether the           
number or the diversity of words in infants’ environments is more critical for             
understanding infant language development. We present a new solution that observes the            
relation between the total number of words (tokens) and the diversity of words in infants’               
environments. Comparing speech corpora containing different numbers of tokens is          
challenging because the number of tokens strongly influences measures of corpus word            
diversity. However, here we offer a method for minimizing the effects of corpus size by               
deriving control samples of words and comparing them to test samples. We find that              
parents’ speech in response to infants’ babbling is simpler in that it contains fewer word               
types; our estimates based on sampling also suggest simplification of word diversity with             
larger numbers of tokens. Thus, infants, via their immature vocalizations, elicit speech            
from caregivers that is easier to learn. 

10:35-11:00 A New Look at Infant Preference for Infant-Directed Speech 
Sara Schroer, Indiana University; Jennifer Schwade and Michael Goldstein, Cornell          
University. 

Infants’ preference for infant-directed speech has been reliably demonstrated throughout          
the first year of life using looking time measures. Though widely used in developmental              
science, interpretations of looking time are often rich, making assumptions about           
underlying mental states. In addition to being driven by preference, infant visual fixations             
can be caused endogenously by other factors such as arousal. We present a new              
methodology for measuring infant preference – the conditioned place preference          
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paradigm (CPP), a widely used tool in animal research – that allows researchers to              
disentangle arousal and preference. Using CPP, infants’ preference for infant-directed          
speech was replicated, but only when the speech was paired with a video of a social                
partner. We propose a new hypothesis, that preference for infant-directed speech is driven             
by its strong social signal value. 

11:00-11:25 Coffee Break 

11:25-12:40 Development of Skills in Biological Systems and Robots  
Session Chair: Tetsuya Ogata, Waseda University 

11:25-11:50 Hierarchical Control for Bipedal Locomotion Using Central Pattern         
Generators and Neural Networks 
Sayantan Auddy, Universität Innsbruck; Sven Magg and Stefan Wermter, University of           
Hamburg. 

The complexity of bipedal locomotion may be attributed to the difficulty in            
synchronizing joint movements while at the same time achieving high-level objectives           
such as walking in a particular direction. Artificial central pattern generators (CPGs) can             
produce synchronized joint movements and have been used in the past for bipedal             
locomotion. However, most existing CPG-based approaches do not address the problem           
of high-level control explicitly. We propose a novel hierarchical control mechanism for            
bipedal locomotion where an optimized CPG network is used for joint control and a              
neural network acts as a high-level controller for modulating the CPG network. By             
separating motion generation from motion modulation, the high-level controller does not           
need to control individual joints directly but instead can develop to achieve a higher goal               
using a low-dimensional control signal. The feasibility of the hierarchical controller is            
demonstrated through simulation experiments using the Neuro-Inspired Companion        
(NICO) robot. Experimental results demonstrate the controller's ability to function even           
without the availability of an exact robot model. 

11:50-12:15 Neurocognitive Shared Visuomotor Network for End-To-End Learning of         
Object Identification, Localization and Grasping on a Humanoid 
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Matthias Kerzel, Manfred Eppe, Stefan Heinrich, Fares Abawi and Stefan Wermter,           
University of Hamburg. 

We present a unified visuomotor neural architecture for the robotic task of identifying,             
localizing and grasping a goal object in a cluttered scene. The RetinaNet-based neural             
architecture enables end-to-end training of visuomotor abilities in a biological-inspired          
developmental approach. We demonstrate a successful development and evaluation of the           
method on a humanoid robot platform. The proposed architecture outperforms previous           
work on single object grasping as well as a modular architecture for object picking. An               
analysis of grasp errors reveals similarities to infant grasp learning: While the end-to-end             
architecture learns to successfully execute grasp actions, not always the right object is             
grasped; sometimes, more salient objects are preferred. 

12:15-12:40 Improving Robot Visual Skills by Means of a Bio-Inspired Model 
Angel Juan Duran and Angel P. del Pobil, Jaume-I University. 

For robots, humans and other animals, the ability to estimate the distance to nearby              
objects is a fundamental skill. In the case of robotics, there exists a multitude of works                
carried out in the field of distance estimation, based on feature detection, triangulation,             
and lately, deep learning. The aim of this work is to explore a new approach to this                 
problem by taking inspiration from the oculomotor mechanisms subserving depth          
estimation during fixation in humans and primates. We elaborate a model that abstracts             
head microdisplacements and microsaccadic movements. Using the generated flow of          
images as a disturbance in the initial image of the fixation point, we obtain the depth map.                 
The model is tested in a robot eye-in-hand simulation and, in light of the results obtained,                
it is able to satisfactorily estimate the depth map. Also, they corroborate the fact that               
microsaccades are instrumental in stabilising this estimation. 

12:40-13:40 Lunch (incl. in venue)  

13:40-14:30 Poster Teaser Session 1 
Session chairs: Jim Torresen and Kerstin Dautenhahn 
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Regular poster papers 

Recognition in Human-Robot Interaction: The Gateway to Engagement 
Ingar Brinck and Christian Balkenius, Lund University. 

Reward-Punishment Actor-Critic Algorithm Applying to Robotic Non-Grasping       
Manipulation. 
Taisuke Kobayashi and Takumi Aotani, Nara Institute of Science and Technology; Julio            
Rogelio Guadarrama-Olvera, Emmanuel Dean-Leon and Gordon Cheng, Technical        
University of Munich; 

Robot-Care for the Older People: Ethically Justified or Not? 
Farzan Noori, Md. Zia Uddin and Jim Torresen, University of Oslo; 

Robotic Interactive Physics Parameters Estimator (RIPPE)  
Atabak Dehban and Carlos Eduardo Cardoso, Universidade de Lisboa; Pedro Vicente,           
Institute for Systems and Robotics (ISR-Lisboa-LARSyS); Alexandre Bernardino and José          
Santos-Victor, Universidade de Lisboa - Instituto Superior Técnico; 

Robots Are Good for Profit: A Business Perspective on Robots in Education  
Michael Goudzwaard, University of Applied Sciences Utrecht; Matthijs Smakman, Vrije          
Universiteit Amsterdam; Elly A. Konijn, Dept. of Communication Science, Media          
Psychology Program, Vrije. 

Sensorimotor Cross-Behavior Knowledge Transfer for Grounded Category Recognition  
Gyan Tatiya, Ramtin Hosseini, Michael Hughes and Jivko Sinapov, Tufts University. 

Understanding Robot Motion in Domestic Settings 
Diana Saplacan and Jo Herstad, University of Oslo. 

Utilizing Pragmatic Frames As an Analytical Tool for Children's Performance During           
Word Learning 
Katharina Rohlfing and Angela Grimminger, Paderborn University. 

VIRCO: A Virtual Reality Tool for Long-Term Training and Evaluation of the Cognitive             
Skills Development in an Interactive Sensory Substitution Environment 
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Patrycja Bizon, Pawel Gwiazdzinski and Katarzyna Hat, Jagiellonian University;         
Dominik Osinski, Norwegian University of Science and Technology; Magdalena Reuter,          
Jagiellonian University; Erlend Fauchald, Shivam Verma, Thea Karin Skylstad, Stian          
Soerli and Jonas Einar Thorsen, Norwegian University of Science and Technology;           
Michal Wierzchon, Jagiellonian University. 

Within Reach? Learning to Touch Objects without Prior Models 
François de La Bourdonnaye, Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies; Céline Teulière           
and Thierry Chateau, Clermont Auvergne University; Jochen Triesch, Frankfurt Institute          
for Advanced Studies. 
 
The Sound of Actuators: Disturbance in Human - Robot Interactions? 
Melanie Jouaiti and Patrick Henaff, Université De Lorraine, CNRS, Inria, LORIA,           
F-54000 Nancy, France. 

Poster Abstracts 

Hyperbolically-Discounted Reinforcement Learning on Reward-Punishment Framework 
Taisuke Kobayashi, Nara Institute of Science and Technology. 

Analysis of Imitative Interactions between Typically Developed or Autistic Participants          
and a Robot with a Recurrent Neural Network 
Shingo Murata, National Institute of Informatics; Kai Hirano and Naoto Higashi,           
Waseda University; Shinichiro Kumagaya, The University of Tokyo; Yuichi Yamashita,          
National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry; Tetsuya Ogata, Waseda University. 

Robot Recognizing Vowels in a Multimodal Way 
Paul Valentin, Sofiane Boucenna, Philippe Gaussier and Alexandre Pitti, CNRS -           
Cergy-Pontoise University. 

 
Parents' Views on Social Robots for Language Learning 
Nils Frederik Tolksdorf, Paderborn University; Scarlet Siebert, TH Köln University of           
Applied Sciences; Katharina Rohlfing, Paderborn University; Isabel Zorn, TH Köln          
University of Applied Sciences. 

Robot Self-Calibration from Combined Visual and Tactile Perception 
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Rodrigo Zenha, Advanced Robotics at Queen Mary (ARQ), Queen Mary University;           
Pedro Vicente, Institute For Systems and Robotics - ISR Lisboa; Alexandre Bernardino,            
IST - Técnico Lisboa; Lorenzo Jamone, Queen Mary University London. 

Learning Multiple Tasks by Self-Goal-Setting Based on Self-Evaluation 
Kazutoshi Tanaka, Izumi Karino, Hoshinori Kanazawa, Ryuma Niiyama and Yasuo          
Kuniyoshi, University of Tokyo. 

The Homunculus for Proprioception: Toward Learning the Representation of a Humanoid           
Robot's Joint Space Using Self-Organizing Maps 
Filipe Gama and Matej Hoffmann, Czech Technical University in Prague. 

Prediction of Infants Attachment by Using Audio Features 
Honggai Li, Jinshi Cui and Li Wang, Peking University. 

Smart toys and tools for quantication of development of infants and symptoms of             
Parkinson’s patients 
Jing-Chi ”Alan” Yu, Chien-Chih ”Jack” Wang, Hsi-Chih ”Butters” Wu, Shun-Jie Zhang           
and Torbjörn E. M. Nordling, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering National Cheng Kung            
University, Tainan, Taiwan. 

14:30-15:20 Poster Session 1 with coffee break 
The posters presented in the previous Poster Teaser Session 

15:20-17:00 Sensorimotor Development  
Session Chair: Nicolás Navarro-Guerrero, Aarhus University 

15:20-15:45 Self-Supervised Body Image Acquisition Using a Deep Neural Network for           
Sensorimotor Prediction 
Alban Laflaquière, AI Lab, SoftBank Robotics EU; Verena Vanessa Hafner,          
Humboldt-Universität Zu Berlin. 

This work investigates how a naive agent can acquire its own body image in a               
self-supervised way, based on the predictability of its sensorimotor experience. Our           
working hypothesis is that, due to its temporal stability, an agent's body produces more              
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consistent sensory experiences than the environment, which exhibits a greater variability.           
Given its motor experience, an agent can thus reliably predict what appearance its body              
should have. This intrinsic predictability can be used to automatically isolate the body             
image from the rest of the environment. We propose a two-branches deconvolutional            
neural network to predict the visual sensory state associated with an input motor state, as               
well as the prediction error associated with this input. We train the network on a dataset                
of first-person images collected with a simulated Pepper robot, and show how the network              
outputs can be used to automatically isolate its visible arm from the rest of the               
environment. Finally, the quality of the body image produced by the network is evaluated. 

15:45-16:10 The Role of Object Motion in Visuo-Haptic Exploration During          
Development  
Alessandra Sciutti and Giulio Sandini, Italian Institute of Technology. 

Since infancy we explore novel objects to infer their shape. However, how exploration             
strategies are planned to combine different sensory inputs is still an open question. In this               
work we focus on the development of visuo-haptic exploration strategies, by analyzing            
how school-aged children explore iCube, a sensorized cube measuring its orientation in            
space and contacts location. Participants’ task was to find specific cube faces while they              
could either only touch the static cube (tactile), move and touch it (haptic) or move, touch                
and look at it (visuo-haptic). Visuo-haptic performances were adult-like at 7 years of age,              
whereas haptic exploration was not as effective until 9 years. Moreover, the possibility to              
rotate the object represented a difficulty rather than an advantage for the youngest age              
group. These findings are discussed in relation to the development of visuo-haptic            
integration and in the perspective of enabling early anomalies detection in explorative            
behaviors. 

16:10-16:35 An Interdisciplinary Overview of Developmental Indices and Behavioral         
Measures of the Minimal Self 
Yasmin Kim Georgie, Humboldt Universität zu Berlin; Guido Schillaci, BioRobotics          
Institute, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy; Verena Vanessa Hafner, Humboldt         
Universität zu Berlin. 
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In this review paper we discuss the development of the minimal self in humans, the               
behavioural measures indicating the presence of different aspects of the minimal self,            
namely, body ownership and sense of agency, and also discuss robotics research            
investigating and developing these concepts in artificial agents. We investigate possible           
avenues for expanding the research in robotics to further explore the development of an              
artificial minimal self. 

16:35-17:00 Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity Enhances Integrated Information at the          
EEG Level: A Large-Scale Brain Simulation Experiment 
Keiko Fujii, Hoshinori Kanazawa and Yasuo Kuniyoshi, University of Tokyo. 

The brain enhances functional segregation and functional integration through the          
developmental process. This is supported by neonatal electroencephalography (EEG)         
experiments using various measurements such as complexity dimension or integrated          
information. Elucidating the mechanisms of this simultaneous enhancement is important          
to understand how the brain becomes a sophisticated cognitive system. One candidate for             
this mechanism is the emergence of attractors because they are thought to represent             
differentiated information in a neural network and at the same time induce entrainment             
among multivariates. Indeed, in neuron level simulation studies, learning by spike timing            
dependent plasticity (STDP) rule resulted in the emergence of attractors. However, there            
is still a gap in knowledge between synaptic changes by STDP and brain activity at a                
larger spatial scale such as EEG. Thus, the main aim of this study was to test whether                 
STDP learning affects functional segregation and integration at the EEG level. We            
constructed a large-scale brain simulation composed of spiking neurons and synapses           
mediated by STDP rule. We estimated EEG signals from simulated spiking neural            
activities. These novel systems enabled us to examine the effect of synaptic changes on              
EEG signals. As a measurement of well-balanced functional segregation and integration,           
we examined changes in integrated information. We found the increases in integrated            
information and the number of attractors after STDP learning, and they showed a             
significant positive correlation. These results support our hypothesis that the emergence           
of attractors can be an underlying mechanism of enhanced functional segregation and            
integration. 
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19:00-20:30 Oslo City Hall Reception 
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Wednesday 

09:00-10:00 Keynote 2: Stefanie Höhl – Getting attuned to others: Interpersonal           
synchrony and coordination in early human development 

Caregiver-child interactions are characterized by     
interpersonal rhythms of different scales, from nursery       
rhymes and affective touch to daily routines. These rhythms         
make the environment more predictable for young children        
and enable interpersonal behavioral and physiological      
synchrony and attunement between caregiver and child. By        
using simultaneous measures of brain activities from       
caregiver and child, dual-EEG and dual-fNIRS, we can        
unravel the neural underpinnings of early interactional       
dynamics and their rhythmicity. I will present our research         
addressing factors critical to the establishment of       
caregiver-child synchrony, such as eye contact and interaction quality, especially          
behavioral reciprocity and contingency. I will also discuss some of the potential functions             
of interpersonal neural synchrony in early development, from social learning to effective            
cooperation and communication. 

About Stefanie Höhl: 

Stefanie Höhl is Professor of Developmental Psychology at the University of Vienna. Her             
areas of research interest are neural and behavioral synchrony in social interactions (EEG/             
fNIRS-Hyperscanning); functionality of neural rhythms in early development; social         
learning and communication across development; and development of face, emotion, and           
gaze perception. 

Session Chair: Katharina J. Rohlfing, Paderborn University 
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10:00-10:50 Action Selection and Planning  
Session Chair: Minoru Asada, Osaka University 

10:00-10:25 Autonomously Learning Beliefs Is Facilitated by a Neural Dynamic Network           
Driving an Intentional Agent 
Jan Tekülve and Gregor Schöner, Ruhr University Bochum. 

Intentionality is the capacity of mental states to be about the world, both in its ``action''                
(world-to-mind) and its ``perception'' (mind-to-world) direction of fit. An intentional          
agent must be able to perceive, act, memorize, and plan. These psychological modes may              
be driven by desires and be informed by beliefs. We have previously proposed a neural               
process account of intentionality, in which intentional states are stabilized by interactions            
within populations of neurons that represent perceptual features and movement          
parameters. Instabilities in such neural dynamics activated the conditions of satisfaction           
of intentional states and induced sequences of intentional behavior. Here we explore the             
idea that the process organization of such intentional neural systems enables autonomous            
learning. We show how beliefs may be learned from single experiences, may be activated              
in new situations, and be used to guide behavior. Beliefs may also be dis-activated when               
their predictions do not match experience, leading to the learning of a new belief. We               
demonstrate the idea in a simple scenario, in which a simulated agent autonomously             
explores an environment, directs action at objects and learns simple contingencies in this             
environment to form beliefs. The beliefs can be used to realize fixed desires of the agent. 

10:25-10:50 Looking Back and Ahead: Adaptation and Planning by Gradient Descent  
Shingo Murata, National Institute of Informatics; Hiroki Sawa, Shigeki Sugano and           
Tetsuya Ogata, Waseda University. 

Adaptation and planning are crucial for both biological and artificial agents. In this             
study, we treat these as an inference problem that we solve using a gradient-based              
optimization approach. We propose adaptation and planning by gradient descent          
(APGraDe), a gradient-based computational framework with a hierarchical recurrent         
neural network (RNN) for adaptation and planning. This framework computes          
(counterfactual) prediction errors by looking back on past situations based on actual            
observations and by looking ahead to future situations based on preferred observations (or             
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goal). The internal state of the higher level of the RNN is optimized in the direction of                 
minimizing these errors. The errors for the past contribute to the adaptation while errors              
for the future contribute to the planning. The proposed APGraDe framework is            
implemented in a humanoid robot and the robot performs a ball manipulation task with a               
human experimenter. Experimental results show that given a particular preference, the           
robot can adapt to unexpected situations while pursuing its own preference through the             
planning of future actions. 

10:50-11:10 Coffee Break  

11:10-12:30 MODELBot Challenge Session  
Session Chair: Kai Olav Ellefsen, University of Oslo 

11:10-11:15 Introduction by Kai Olav Ellefsen 

11:15-11:40 Replication of Infant Behaviours with a Babybot: Early Pointing Gesture           
Comprehension 
Baris Serhan and Angelo Cangelosi, University of Manchester. 

Natural deictic communication with humanoid robots requires a mechanism for          
understanding pointing gestures. This mechanism should have a representation for space           
and time dynamics to accurately model joint covert attention. Here, we introduce a             
babybot that actualise a hybrid computational architecture for spatial covert attention           
which is embodied in the iCub humanoid robot. This developmental robotics architecture            
was an extension of our previous model that combines a connectionist model of pointing              
comprehension and a dynamic neural field model of infant saccade generation. In order to              
test the babybot’s abilities, an attentional cueing design was built as it is a common               
methodology to study pointing gesture comprehension in the current developmental          
psychology literature. The babybot was evaluated by modelling two different age groups            
(i.e. 5- and 7-month-old infants) in two different attentional cueing experiments from            
Rohlfing et al.’s study where they have shown that a dynamic pointing covertly orients              
attention in early infancy as opposed to static pointing. These experiments were replicated             
by our babybot for all modelled age groups. The resemblance between infant and babybot              
behaviours supported the idea that motion information is important to disengage from the             
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centrally salient stimulus to orient the attention to the distal ones. The current             
experimental setup and the model’s ability to simulate different age groups provide a new              
platform to replicate other developmental studies on pointing comprehension to spotlight           
the reasons of the discrepancies between them. 

11:40-12:05 Reaching Development through Visuo-Proprioceptive-Tactile Integration on       
a Humanoid Robot -- a Deep Learning Approach 
Dong Hai Phuong Nguyen, University of Hamburg; Matej Hoffmann, Czech Technical           
Univ. in Prague; Ugo Pattacini and Giorgio Metta, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia. 

The development of reaching in infants has been studied for nearly nine decades.              
Originally, it was thought that early reaching is visually guided, but more recent evidence              
is suggestive of visually elicited reaching, i.e. infant is gazing at the object rather than its                
hand during the reaching movement. The importance of haptic feedback has also been             
emphasized. Inspired by these findings, in this work we use the simulated iCub humanoid              
robot to construct a model of reaching development. The robot is presented with different              
objects, gazes at them, and performs motor babbling with one of its arms. Successful              
contacts with the object are detected through tactile sensors on hand and forearm. Such              
events serve as the training set, constituted by images from the robot's two eyes, head               
joints, tactile activation, and arm joints. A deep neural network is trained with images and               
head joints as inputs and arm configuration and touch as output. After learning, the              
network can successfully infer arm configurations that would result in a successful reach,             
together with prediction of tactile activation (i.e. which body part would make contact).             
Our main contribution is twofold: (i) our pipeline is end-to-end from stereo images and              
head joints (6 DoF) to arm-torso configurations (10 DoF) and tactile activations, without             
any preprocessing, explicit coordinate transformations etc.; (ii) unique to this approach,           
reaches with multiple effectors corresponding to different regions of the sensitive skin are             
possible. 

12:05-12:30 A Predictive Coding Model of Representational Drawing in Human Children           
and Chimpanzees 
Anja Kristina Philippsen and Yukie Nagai, University of Tokyo. 

Humans and chimpanzees differ in the way that they draw. Human children from a              
certain age tend to create representational drawings, that is, drawings which represent            
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objects. Chimpanzees, although equipped with sufficient motor skills, do not improve           
beyond the stage of scribbling behavior. To investigate the underlying cognitive           
mechanisms, we propose a computational model of predictive coding which allows us to             
change the way that sensory information and prior predictions are updated into posterior             
beliefs during time series prediction. We replicate the results of a study from experimental              
psychology which examined the ability of children and chimpanzees to complete partial            
drawings of a face. Our results reveal that typical or stronger reliance on the prior enables                
the network to perform representational drawings as observed in children. In contrast, too             
weak reliance on the prior replicates the findings that were observed in chimpanzees:             
existing lines are traced with high accuracy, but non-existing parts are not added to              
complete a representational drawing. The ability to perform representational drawings,          
thus, could be explained by subtle changes in how strongly prior information is integrated              
with sensory percepts rather than by the presence or absence of a specific cognitive              
mechanism. 

12:30-13:30 Lunch (incl. in venue) 

13:30-14:30 Keynote 3: Aude Billard – Towards reproducing humans’ dexterity and           
reactivity 

Our homes, offices and urban surroundings are carefully built to be inhabited by us,              
humans. Tools and furniture are designed to be easily manipulated by the human hand.              
Floors and stairs are modeled for human-sized legs. For robots to work seamlessly in our               
environments they should have bodies that resemble in shape, size and strength to the              
human body, and use these with the same dexterity and reactivity. 

This talk will provide an overview of techniques developed in our group to enable robust,               
fast and flexible manipulation. Learning is guided by human demonstrations. Robust           
manipulation is achieved through sampling over distributions of feasible grasps. Smooth           
exploration leverages on complete tactile sensing coverage and learned variable          
impedance strategies. Bi-manual coordination offers ways to exploit the entire robot’s           
workspace. Imprecise positioning and sensing is overcome using active compliant          
strategies, similar to that displayed by humans when facing situations with high            
uncertainty. The talk will also present examples in which robots can learn to manipulate              
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objects that deforms as a result of being manipulated, such as cutting fruits and              
vegetables. 

About Aude Billard: 

Aude Billard is Professor in the School of        
Engineering, École Polytechnique Fédérale de     
Lausanne. Her research interests span the control and        
design of robotic systems meant to interact with        
humans. To this goal, she pursue research in three         
complementary areas: a) the development of control       
systems for teaching robots through human      
demonstration; b) the study of the neural and        
cognitive processes underpinning imitation learning     in 
humans; c) the design of user-friendly human-computer interfaces to facilitate          
human-robot interaction. She also conducts research on societal aspects of the use of             
robotics with application to diagnosis and therapy of children with autism. Her expertise             
lies in robot control, signal processing and machine learning, areas that are fundamental             
to her research and teaching. 

Session Chair: Kerstin Dautenhahn, University of Hertfordshire 

 
14:30-15:30 Poster Teasers Session 2 
Session chairs: Kai Olav Ellefsen and Katharina J. Rohlfing 

Regular Poster Papers 

Musculoskeletal Bias on Infant Sensorimotor Development Driven by Predictive         
Learning  
Kaoruko Higuchi, Hoshinori Kanazawa, Yuma Suzuki, Keiko Fujii and Yasuo Kuniyoshi,           
University of Tokyo. 

Curriculum Goal Masking for Continuous Deep Reinforcement Learning  
Manfred Eppe, Sven Magg and Stefan Wermter, University of Hamburg. 
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A Categorization of Reinforcement Learning Exploration Techniques Which Facilitates         
Combination of Different Methods  
Bjørn Ivar Teigen, Kai Olav Ellefsen and Jim Torresen, University of Oslo. 

A Cognitive Architecture for Socially Adaptable Robots  
Ana Tanevska, Francesco Rea and Giulio Sandini, Istituto Italiano Di Tecnologia; Lola            
Canamero, University of Hertfordshire; Alessandra Sciutti, Istituto Italiano Di         
Tecnologia. 

Action Selection Based on Prediction for Robot Planning  
Mengxi Nie, Dingsheng Luo, Tianlin Liu and Xihong Wu, Peking University. 

An Optimization Framework for Task Sequencing in Curriculum Learning  
Francesco Foglino, Christiano Coletto Christakou and Matteo Leonetti, University of          
Leeds. 

Does Training on Broad Band Tactile Stimulation Promote the Generalization of           
Learning? 
Esteban Sebastian Lelo de Larrea-Mancera, University of California Riverside; Harriet          
Dempsey-Jones and Tamar Makin, University College London; Aaron R. Seitz, University           
of California Riverside.  

Learning to Parse Grounded Language Using Reservoir Computing  
Xavier Hinaut, INRIA; Michael Spranger, Sony Computer Science Laboratories Inc.. 

Analysis of How Personality Traits Affect Children's Conversational Play with an           
Utterance-Output Device 
Jun Ichikawa and Kazuhiro Mitsukuni, Kyoto Institute of Technology; Yukari Hori, Yuta            
Ikeno, Leblanc Alexandre and Tetsukazu Kawamoto, Hakuhodo Inc.; Yukiko Nishizaki          
and Natsuki Oka, Kyoto Institute of Technology. 
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Autonomous Reinforcement Learning of Multiple Interrelated Tasks 
Vieri Giuliano Santucci, Gianluca Baldassarre and Emilio Cartoni, National Research          
Council of Italy.  

Creative Problem Solving by Robots Using Action Primitive Discovery  
Evana Gizzi, Mateo Guaman Castro and Jivko Sinapov, Tufts University. 

Efficient Intrinsically Motivated Robotic Grasping with Learning-Adaptive Imagination        
in Latent Space  
Muhammad Burhan Hafez, Cornelius Weber, Matthias Kerzel and Stefan Wermter,          
University of Hamburg. 

Hindsight Experience Replay with Experience Ranking 
Hai Nguyen and Hung La, University of Nevada, Reno; Matthew Deans, NASA Ames             
Research Center. 

How Development in the Bayesian Brain Facilitates Learning 
Daniel Oliva, Technical University of Munich; Anja Kristina Philippsen and Yukie Nagai,            
University of Tokyo. 

Modeling Self-Organized Emergence of Perspective In/variant Mirror Neurons in a          
Robotic System 
Jakub Pospichal, Igor Farkas and Matej Pechac, Comenius University in Bratislava;           
Kristína Malinovská, Czech Technical University in Prague. 

KALA: Robotic Platform for Teaching Algorithmic Thinking to Children 
Eduardo Gerlein, Oscar J. Castelblanco, Laura M. Donado and Enrique González,           
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana. 
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Mindreading for Robots: Predicting Intentions Via Dynamical Clustering of Human          
Postures  
Samuele Vinanzi, University of Manchester; Christian Goerick, Honda Research Inst.          
Europe GmbH; Angelo Cangelosi, University of Manchester. 

Modelling the Single Word to Multi-Word Transition Using Matrix Completion  
Gabriella Pizzuto, University of Manchester; Timothy Hospedales, Queen Mary         
University of London; Olga Capirci, Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche; Angelo          
Cangelosi, University of Manchester. 

Motor Coordination Learning for Rhythmic Movements  
Melanie Jouaiti and Patrick Henaff, Université De Lorraine, CNRS, Inria, LORIA,           
F-54000 Nancy, France. 

2019 IEEE TCDS Outstanding Paper Award Poster 

H. Celikkanat, G. Orhan, N. Pugeault, F. Guerin, E. Sahin, S. Kalkan, " Learning Context              
on a Humanoid Robot using Incremental Latent Dirichlet Allocation", IEEE Transactions           
on Cognitive and Developmental Systems, 8(1):42-59, 2016. 

15:30-16:30 Paper Posters Session 2 
The posters presented in the previous Poster Teaser Session 

17:30-22:30 Oslo Fjord Cruise Banquet 
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Thursday 

09:10-10:00 Social Learning  
Session Chair: Alessandra Sciutti, Istituto Italiano Di Tecnologia 

09:10-09:35 Toddlers' Hands Organize Parent-Toddler Attention across Different Social         
Contexts  
Steven Elmlinger, Cornell University; Umay Suanda, University of Connecticut; Smith          
Linda and Chen Yu, Indiana University.  

Toddlers and their parents achieve joint attention in many different social contexts. In             
some contexts, parents follow toddlers’ attention; in other contexts, toddlers follow           
parents. Using a dual head-mounted eye-tracking paradigm and micro-level analyses of           
behavior, we examined the sensorimotor properties of parent-toddler joint attention both           
in episodes where parents followed their toddlers’ focus of attention and episodes where             
parents directed their toddlers’ attention. Our results revealed that across both contexts the             
degree to which parents and toddlers engaged in sustained joint attention was predicted by              
toddlers’ manual engagement with the target object. These results deepen our           
understanding of the sensorimotor and micro-level processes that shape joint attention and            
underscore the inter-connections between early motor and social developments. 

09:35-10:00 New Evidence for Learning-Based Accounts of Gaze Following: Testing a           
Robotic Prediction 
Priya Silverstein, Gert Westermann and Eugenio Parise, Lancaster University; Katherine          
Twomey, University of Manchester. 

Gaze following is an early-emerging skill in infancy argued to be fundamental to joint              
attention and later language. However, how gaze following emerges has been a topic of              
great debate. The most widely-accepted developmental theories suggest that infants are           
able to gaze follow only by understanding shared attention. Another group of theories             
suggests that infants may learn to follow gaze based on low-level social reinforcement.             
Nagai et al. [Advanced Robotics, 20, 10 (2006)] successfully taught a robot to gaze              
follow purely through social reinforcement, and found that the robot learned to follow             
gaze in the horizontal plane before it learned to follow gaze in the vertical plane. In the                 
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current study, we tested whether 12-month-old infants were also better at gaze following             
in the horizontal than the vertical plane. This prediction does not follow from the              
predominant developmental theories, which have no reason to assume differences          
between infants’ ability to follow gaze in the two planes. We found that infants had higher                
accuracy when following gaze in the horizontal than the vertical plane (p = .01). These               
results confirm a core prediction of the robot model, suggesting that children may also              
learn to gaze follow through reinforcement learning. This study was pre-registered, and            
all data, code, and materials are openly available on the Open Science Framework             
(https://osf.io/fqp8z/). 

10:00-10:50 Cognitive Vision  
Session Chair: Yukie Nagai, The University of Tokyo 

10:00-10:25 Training-ValueNet: Data Driven Label Noise Cleaning on        
Weakly-Supervised Web Images 
Luka Smyth, University of Exeter; Dmitry Kangin, Lancaster University; Nicolas          
Pugeault, University of Exeter. 

Manually labelling new datasets for image classification remains expensive and          
time-consuming. A promising alternative is to utilize the abundance of images on the web              
for which search queries or surrounding text offers a natural source of weak supervision.              
Unfortunately the label noise in these datasets has limited their use in practice. Several              
methods have been proposed for performing unsupervised label noise cleaning, the           
majority of which use outlier detection to identify and remove mislabeled images. In this              
paper, we argue that outlier detection is an inherently unsuitable approach for this task              
due to major flaws in the assumptions it makes about the distribution of mislabeled              
images. We propose an alternative approach which makes no such assumptions. Rather            
than looking for outliers, we observe that mislabeled images can be identified by the              
detrimental impact they have on the performance of an image classifier. textit{We            
introduce training-value} as an objective measure of the contribution each training           
example makes to the validation loss. We then present the training-value approximation            
network (Training-ValueNet) which learns a mapping between each image and its           
training-value. We demonstrate that by simply discarding images with a negative           
training-value, Training-ValueNet is able to significantly improve classification        
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performance on a held-out test set, outperforming the state of the art in outlier detection               
by a large margin. 

10:25-10:50 Contextual Relabelling of Detected Objects 
Faisal Alamri and Nicolas Pugeault, University of Exeter. 

Contextual information such as the cooccurrence, spatial and scale statistics among           
objects provides deep and solid information about scenes. It also plays an important role              
in improving object detection. In this work, we present two contextual models (i.e.             
rescoring and relabeling models) that leverage contextual information (16 contextual          
relationships are applied in this paper) to enhance the state-of-the-art RCNN-based object            
detection (Faster RCNN). We experimentally (e.g. in three experiments) demonstrate the           
enhancement that our models lead to in the performance of the detection methods using              
the most common dataset used in this field (MSCOCO) 

10:50-11:15 Coffee Break  

11:15-12:30 Machine Learning Methods for Robot Development  
Session Chair: Bruno Castro da Silva, The Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul 

11:15-11:40 Behavioral Repertoire Via Generative Adversarial Policy Networks 
Marija Jegorova, University of Edinburgh; Timothy Hospedales, Queen Mary University          
of London; Stéphane Doncieux, Pierre and Marie Curie University.  

Learning algorithms are enabling robots to solve increasingly challenging real-world          
tasks. These approaches often rely on demonstrations and reproduce the behavior shown.            
Unexpected changes in the environment may require using different behaviors to achieve            
the same effect, for instance to reach and grasp an object in changing clutter. An emerging                
paradigm addressing this robustness issue is to learn a diverse set of successful behaviors              
for a given task, from which a robot can select the most suitable policy when faced with a                  
new environment. In this paper, we explore a novel realization of this vision by learning a                
generative model over policies. Rather than learning a single policy, or a small fixed              
repertoire, our generative model for policies compactly encodes an unbounded number of            
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policies and allows novel controller variants to be sampled. Leveraging our generative            
policy network, a robot can sample novel behaviors until it finds one that works for a new                 
environment. We demonstrate this idea with an application of robust ball-throwing in the             
presence of obstacles. We show that this approach achieves a greater diversity of             
behaviors than an existing evolutionary approach, while maintaining good efficacy of           
sampled behaviors, allowing a Baxter robot to hit targets more often when ball throwing              
in the presence of obstacles. 

11:40-12:05 Online Associative Multi-Stage Goal Babbling Toward Versatile Learning         
of Sensorimotor Skills 
Rania Rayyes, TU Braunschweig; Jochen J. Steil, Technische Universität Braunschweig. 

We develop an online learning scheme inspired by the versatility of the human learning              
system to bootstrap several sensorimotor skills in ”Learning while Behaving” fashion.           
Our proposed scheme is able to represent multiple coordination styles to handle assigned             
tasks flexibly. We have four main contributions in this paper. First, we propose a novel               
online learning scheme to learn several robot models simultaneously, online, from scratch            
and in a plain exploratory fashion. Second, we develop an incremental online associative             
radial basis function network which is constructed from scratch to solve the learned             
mapping ambiguities, e.g., redundancy, dynamically based on the current robot state.           
Third, we combine both proposed schemes to inherit their advantages in Associative            
Multi-Stage Goal Babbling. Fourth, we propose a parameter-sharing technique to increase           
efficiency and speed up the online learning process. All the proposed methods are             
evaluated in different illustrative experiments. They demonstrate promising performance         
with sufficient accuracy and a reasonable number of samples. 

12:05-12:30 Identifying Reusable Early-Life Options 
Aline Weber, Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul; Charles Martin and Jim             
Torresen, University of Oslo; Bruno C. da Silva, Federal University of Rio Grande Do              
Sul. 

We introduce a method for identifying short-duration reusable motor behaviors, which           
we call early-life options, that allow robots to perform well even in the very early stages                
of their lives. This is important when agents need to operate in environments where the               
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use of poor-performing policies (such as the random policies with which they are             
typically initialized) may be catastrophic. Our method augments the original action set of             
the agent with specially-constructed behaviors that maximize performance over a possibly           
infinite family of related motor tasks. These are akin to primitive reflexes in infant              
mammals---agents born with our early-life options, even if acting randomly, are capable            
of producing rudimentary behaviors comparable to those acquired by agents that actively            
optimize a policy for hundreds of thousands of steps. We also introduce three metrics for               
identifying useful early-life options and show that they result in behaviors that maximize             
both the option's expected return while minimizing the risk that executing the option will              
result in extremely poor performance. We evaluate our technique on three simulated            
robots tasked with learning to walk under different battery consumption constraints and            
show that even random policies over early-life options are already sufficient to allow for              
the agent to perform similarly to agents trained for hundreds of thousands of steps. 

12:30-13:30 Lunch (incl. in venue) 

13:30-14:30 Keynote 4: Michael J. Frank – Clustering and generalization of abstract            
structures in human reinforcement learning 

Humans are remarkably adept at generalizing knowledge between experiences in a way            
that can be difficult for computers. Previous computational models and data suggest that             
rather than learning about each individual context, humans build latent abstract structures            
and learn to link these structures to arbitrary contexts, facilitating generalization. In these             
models, task structures that are more popular across contexts are more likely to be              
revisited in new contexts. However, these models predict that structures are either re-used             
as a whole or created from scratch, prohibiting the ability to generalize constituent parts              
of learned structures. This contrasts with ecological settings, where some aspects of task             
structure, such as the transition function, will be shared between context separately from             
other aspects, such as the reward function. Here, we develop a novel non-parametric             
Bayesian agent that forms independent latent clusters for transition and reward functions            
that may have different popularity across contexts. We compare this agent to an agent that               
jointly clusters both across a range of task domains. We show that relative performance of               
the two agents depends on the statistics of the task domain, including the mutual              
information between transition and reward functions in the environment, and the           
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stochasticity of the observations. We formalize our analysis through an information           
theoretic account and develop a meta learning agent that can dynamically arbitrate            
between strategies across task domains, and which best fits data from human learning and              
generalization experiments. We argue that this provides a first step in allowing for             
compositional structures in reinforcement learners, which should be provide a better           
model of human learning and additional flexibility for artificial agents. 

About Michael J. Frank: 

Michael J. Frank, PhD is Edgar L Marston        
Professor of Cognitive, Linguistic &     
Psychological Sciences and Psychiatry and     
Human Behavior and is affiliated with the Carney        
Institute for Brain Science. He directs the Brown        
Initiative for Computation in Brain and Mind and the Laboratory for Neural Computation.             
He received his PhD in Neuroscience and Psychology in 2004 at the University of              
Colorado, following undergraduate and master’s degrees in electrical engineering and          
biomedicine (Queen’s University (Canada) and University of Colorado). Dr. Frank’s          
work focuses primarily on theoretical models of frontostriatal circuits and their           
modulation by dopamine, especially in terms of their cognitive functions and implications            
for neurological and psychiatric disorders. The models are tested and refined with            
experiments involving pharmacological manipulation, deep brain stimulation, EEG, fMRI         
and genetics. Honors include Kavli Fellow (2016), the Cognitive Neuroscience Society           
Young Investigator Award (2011), the Janet T Spence Award for early career            
transformative contributions (Association for Psychological Science, 2010) and the DG          
Marquis award for best paper published in Behavioral Neuroscience (2006). Dr Frank is a              
senior editor for eLife, associate editors for Behavioral Neuroscience and the Journal of             
Neuroscience, and member of Faculty of 1000 (Theoretical Neuroscience section). 

Session Chair: Kai Olav Ellefsen, University of Oslo 
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14:30-15:15 Award Ceremony, Announcement of ICDL-EpiRob 2020 and Closing         
(organizing committee members and Nicolás Navarro-Guerrero) 
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